Bolt on the traction for street, track and trail with the spring loaded RECOIL traction bars from BDS Suspension.

BDS Suspension introduces a revolutionary spring loaded traction bar system engineered to improve traction and limit axle wrap without negatively affecting suspension travel or ride quality. These next generation RECOIL Traction Bars offer you the freedom to tune the 3,000lb. spring rate internal coil spring resistance for optimal performance on-road, off-road, towing, or competition pulling. These traction bars can be used on stock height or lifted trucks and work with both lift blocks and replacement leaf spring kits. They use a full floating design that won’t bind up allowing the full range of wheel travel without limiting articulation.
FUNCTION/PERFORMANCE FEATURES
• Unique Floating Traction Bar Design
• Uses dual internal cold wound compression springs to adjust bar resistance. Heavy spring rated at 3,000lb
• Moves Freely, Will Not Bind Suspension or Reduce Articulation like fixed or shackle traction bars
• Traction Bar Resistance Can Be easily loaded or unloaded based on intended use.
  • Unloaded – Road
  • Trailering
  • Competition Pulling
  • Offroading

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
• Heavy-wall DOM Tube
• Greasable Mounting Points – Threaded Forged Flex Joint at Axle, Floating Mount at Frame
• Heavy Duty, Bolt-On Fabricated Axle and Frame Mount Brackets
• Serviceable, Rebuildable, Tunable

CHEVY/GMC
2011-2017 2500/3500 HD - 2WD/4WD
DESCRIPTION PART#
CHEVY/GMC HD RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 121408 $207.61
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30
2001-2010 2500/3500 HD - 2WD/4WD
CHEVY/GMC HD RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 121407 $223.52
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30
2007-2017 1500 - 2WD/4WD
CHEVY/GMC RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 121409 $227.95
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30
1988-2006 1500 - 2WD/4WD
CHEVY/GMC RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 121406 $227.95
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30

DODGE
DESCRIPTION PART#
RAM 2500/3500 RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 122408 $207.61
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30

TOYOTA
2007-2016 TUNDRA - 2WD/4WD
DESCRIPTION PART#
TUNDRA RECOIL MOUNTING KIT 128408 $239.61
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30

FORD
2017 F250/F350 - 4WD
DESCRIPTION PART#
F250/350 RECOIL MOUNTING KIT - SHORT & LONG BOX 123417 $264.65
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30
1999-2016 F250/F350 - 4WD
F250/350 RECOIL MOUNTING KIT - SHORT BOX 123408 $264.65
F250/350 RECOIL MOUNTING KIT - LONG BOX 123418 $264.65
RECOIL TRACTION BARS (w/o BRACKETS) 123409 $612.30

MORE APPLICATIONS TO FOLLOW...SCAN THIS CODE OR VISIT BDS-SUSPENSION.COM TO STAY UP-TO-DATE